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STANDARD RATE OF VAT CHANGE 
1ST December 2008 

Overview of Change 
 

In his Pre-Budget Report on 24 November 2008 the Chancellor announced that the standard 

rate of VAT will be reduced to 15% on 1 December 2008.  

In light of this announcement, it is expected that the change to the standard rate of VAT will 

affect customers using the following Microsoft software products: 

- Microsoft Dynamics AX 

- Microsoft Dynamics GP 

- Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

- Microsoft Dynamics RMS 

 

For further detailed information and HMRC guidance about the change, please visit the HMRC 
Website at  http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/pbr2008/  

 

You will find the HMRC Pre-Budget report below which provides further background to the change: 
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/pbr2008/pbrn26.pdf 

 

High level Overview of amendments to Microsoft Dynamics AX and 

things to consider  
 

Below you will find a listing of those things to consider in light of the change, both in terms of 

guidance around Microsoft Dynamics AX setup but equally in terms of those things outside of the 

system boundaries such as pre-printed stationery.  

 

There are 2 potential ways of accommodating the change within Microsoft Dynamics AX: 

1. Using Effective date value lines within the existing standard rated VAT code to reflect the 
expiry of the 17.5% rate on the 30th November, and the start of the 15% rate on the 1st 
December. 
 It should be noted that this is the quickest and easiest method of affecting the change 
within Microsoft Dynamics AX  

2. Setting up a brand new  VAT code for 15%, and using the effective date against the 17.5% 
rate to expire on the 30th November, and using the starting effective date against the 15% 
VAT code to start on the 1st December. 
This option will require additional setup, and therefore more work, however, can benefit 
through greater transparency of reporting.  

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/pbr2008/measure1.htm
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/pbr2008/pbrn26.pdf
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If you’re unclear as to which option to follow, please refer to your partner or Microsoft.  

It should be noted that we do NOT recommend simply amending the existing VAT code value line to 

reflect the change as this will impact existing transactions and remove all traceability of changes.  

Below you will find bullet points in relation to changes to make within Microsoft Dynamics AX, as 

well as those points outside of the system.  

Option 1: Utilising the same VAT code & effective dates  
1. On the current VAT code record for standard UK VAT, create a new VAT code value line for 

15%, with an effective date from 1st December 2008 
2. Amend the existing VAT code value line for 17.5%, setting the ‘To Date’ to 30th November 

2008 

Option 2: Utilising a new VAT code 
1. Set the effective date on the existing standard rated VAT code value line to expire on the 

30th November 2008 
2. Create a new VAT code for 15% VAT with a new value line to start on the 1st December 2008 
3. Attach the new VAT code to the existing VAT Group and Item VAT groups 

Other things to consider 
1. HMRC Guidance on Credit/Debit notes: 

Q: How do I deal with returned goods – sold before rate change, returned afterwards?  
I supplied goods and invoiced my customer in November 2008, charging 17.5% VAT. In 
early December 2008 it was agreed with the customer that some of the goods should be 
returned and a credit note issued to my customer for these returned goods. Should I show 
VAT at 15% or 17.5% on the credit note?  
A: The rate of VAT to be used for credit notes or debit notes is the one which was in force 
at the time of the original supply. Your supply was in November 2008 and you charged 
17.5%, so the credit note must show VAT at 17.5%. 
 
In Microsoft Dynamics AX, our guidance is for an adjustment VAT code and group to be set 
up. The user will have to manually select an alternative Item VAT Group to generate the VAT 
at the old rate. Please see the following section for further details.  
 

2. Consider labels, reports and forms where VAT rates have been previously hard-coded and 
amend as appropriate 

3. Consider interfaces where VAT rates have been previously hard-coded 
4. Amend any pre-printed stationery where the rate of 17.5% appears to reflect the change 
5. Reverse charge VAT 

For those customers affected dealing with goods affected by reverse charge VAT, you can 
utilise the following Knowledge Base article 943585 here. This will explain the background to 
reverse charge VAT, and how to configure set up within Microsoft Dynamics AX.  
 

 

  

https://vkbexternal.partners.extranet.microsoft.com/VKBWebService/ViewContent.aspx?portalId=1&filePath=file%3a%2f%2fb11vkbfile%2fkbcatalog%2fkb%2fen-us%2f943%2f585.xml&contentType=KB&displayTermHighlighting=true&promoteToEnglish=true&displayXMLForm=false&searchTerms=%3cSearchTerms%3e%3cTerm+Text%3d%22reverse%22+%2f%3e%3cTerm+Text%3d%22charge%22+%2f%3e%3cTerm+Text%3d%22vat%22+%2f%3e%3c%2fSearchTerms%3e&displayActions=true&sessionId=1031510321441&sequence=31&source=4096
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Detailed Setup steps in Microsoft Dynamics AX  
 

Please find detailed guidance in relation to the options discussed above. We would advise that any 

changes are first tested outside of the Production Environment prior to the deployment of the 

changes.  

Effective Dates 

All options documented will make use of effective dates. Please note that effective dates are 

controlled through a Parameter setting within the General Ledger. The effective date depends on 

the General Ledger parameter where it can be based on invoice, delivery or document date, and this 

in turn defines which dates are used for VAT calculation. It is not envisaged that there will need to be 

a change to the date type being used currently within your setup. This acts more as a reminder to 

you. Below you will find the navigation steps.  

Please note that the option of document date is only available within the standard UK installation 

from AX 4.0 onwards In AX 3.0 it is only visible if certain additional country GLS layers have been 

applied to the system as this was previously not a requirement for the UK. 

 

General Ledger -> Setup -> Parameters  

VAT tab 

Calculation Date type: 
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Option 1: Amending the existing Standard Rated VAT code value lines 
1. GL -> Setup -> VAT -> Vat Codes -> Values  

Set the effective date on the existing VAT code value line to expire on the 30th November 
2008 

2. GL -> Setup -> VAT -> Vat Codes  
Create a new line to start on the 1st December 2008 for the value of 15% 
Create a new line to start on the 1st January 2010 for the value of 17.5% (the scheduled date 
for reverting back to 17.5% 
 

 

 

Option 2: Setting up a brand new VAT code 

 
1. Steps to setup a new VAT Code 

 
GL-> Setup-> VAT-> VAT Codes  
Create a new VAT code 15.00%. Similar to the earlier VAT record for 17.5% including all the 
parameters.  
Click on ‘Values’ button and enter the ‘From Date’ of 1st December 2008 and ‘To date’ 31st 
December 2009 and the new VAT percentage in the ‘Value’ field. 
Go to the 17.5% VAT record and on ‘Values’ button, enter the ‘To date’ –  30th November 
2008 

 

2. Attach the 15.00% VAT code to the VAT group 
 
Here you will need to attach the new 15% VAT rate to the VAT group where the existing 
17.5% rate resides.  
 
GL-> Setup-> VAT-> VAT Groups 
 Go to the relevant UK VAT group (where you have the 17.5% VAT code setup).  
Go to the ‘Setup’ tab and enter a ‘New’ record and select the 15.00% VAT code from the list. 
Leave the 17.5% VAT Code within the group – the effective date set against the VAT code 
will control its use 
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3. Attach the 15.00% VAT code to the Item VAT group 
 
Here you will need to attach the new 15% VAT rate to VAT group where the existing 17.5% 
rate resides. 
 
GL-> Setup-> VAT-> Item VAT Groups 
Go to the relevant UK Item Vat group (where you have the 17.5% VAT code setup).  
Go to the ‘Setup’ tab and enter a ‘New’ record and select the 15.00% VAT code from the list 
Leave the 17.5% VAT Code within the group – the effective date set against the VAT code 
will control its use 
 

 

Credit/Debit Note Processing 
 

The rate of VAT to be used for credit notes or debit notes is the one which was in force at the time of 

the original supply. If the originating transaction was prior to the 1st December 2008 and you 

charged 17.5%, the credit/debit  note must show VAT at 17.5%. 

In Microsoft Dynamics AX, our guidance is for an adjustment VAT code and group to be set up. The 

user will have to manually select an alternative Item VAT Group to generate the VAT at the old rate. 

Please see below for the set-up steps. 

1. Steps to setup a new VAT Code 
 
GL-> Setup-> VAT-> VAT Codes 
In accordance with the above legislation for credit and debit notes it is suggested that in AX 
an additional VAT code is created – “UK17.5 Adjustment VAT code” for example (as shown in 
the first screen shot above). The value will be set at 17.5 with the “From date” and “To date” 
fields left blank: 

 
 

2. Attach the VAT code to Item VAT groups 
 
GL-> Setup-> VAT-> VAT Groups 
When credit and debit notes are generated that relate to sales invoices created PRIOR to 1st 
December 2008, users must recognise the VAT implications. The user will have to manually 
select an alternative Item VAT Group to generate the VAT at the old rate. 
 
Therefore it is suggested that a new Item VAT group called “STD17.5% Pre 1st December VAT 
Change” is created: 
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The setup tab should be populated with the VAT Code created earlier “UK17.5”: 

 
 
VAT Groups 
The new VAT code should be added to the UK VAT groups in order for the option to be 
available when required. 
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Additional Information on Microsoft Dynamics AX 
 

Should you require further information with regards Microsoft Dynamics User Guides, you can use 

the following links: 

 Customer 
If you’re a customer, you can use the Training Materials link on the CustomerSource Training 
and Certification page here 
 

 Partner 
If you’re a partner, you can use the Training Materials link on the Training and Certification 
page on PartnerSource here 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Microsoft is not responsible for any issues or problems that may arise as a result of this guidance 

and we refer you to the Terms of Use at http://www.microsoft.com/info/cpyright.mspx.” 

https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/training/trainingmaterials/student
https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/communities/training/trainingmaterials/student
http://www.microsoft.com/info/cpyright.mspx

